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Charles Darwin, the Concise Story of an Extraordi-

nary Man by Tim Berra. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2008. ISBN: 978-0801891045.
$19.95.

Good news and bad mark out this book. The good
news is the extraordinary production of the book
itself, with a full-colour section for paintings and
photographs, stylish page design, perfect text layout
and a nicely designed jacket – and the price. At less
than $20, this is an affordable book and its slender
design would allow it to slip into a coat pocket for a
journey by train or plane. At 116 pages, a little under
A5 in size, it is a pleasure to possess.
The bad news is the continued dewy-eyed reverence

paid to Charles Darwin. This is the man (the author
assures us) who was ‘one of the most important men
who ever lived’ and the person who first ‘lit the light’
of evolution in England. It is all hyperbole, as are the
other many books on Charles Darwin; when Charles
Darwin was publishing his books, the subject was in
vogue and survival of the fittest was already a well-
established notion. Although we place Darwin at the
opposite pole of evolutionary thought to Lamarck,
Darwin himself believed in the ‘inherited effects of the
increased use of parts’ and claimed that ‘gemmules’
accumulated within the generative organs and trans-
mitted inherited characteristics down the generations
– the seat of Lamarckism.
The key proponent of evolution was Charles’s

grandfather Erasmus Darwin in the eighteenth
century. In 1796 he wrote voluminously on organisms
‘possessing the faculty of continuing to improve’. By
1818 William Charles Wells was writing on human
development: ‘some one would be better fitted than
the others’. Darwin’s Edinburgh friend and mentor
Robert Edmond Grant wrote on evolution in 1826,
arguing that ‘transformation’ might affect all organ-
isms over time, suggesting that fossil animals ‘have
evolved from a primitive model’ through ‘external

circumstances’. Then in 1831 the Scottish arboricul-
turist Patrick Matthew coined the term ‘natural
process of selection’, and Edward Blythe wrote of
selection in evolution in 1835. Both men corresponded
with Darwin, who wrote of his indebtedness to them.
Darwin recorded that he was stimulated by Malthus
to consider the idea of ‘survival of the fittest’ in 1838
yet that precise phrase was not Darwin’s; it had been
earlier coined by Herbert Spencer. Finally, there was
Alfred Russel Wallace who sent his theory to Darwin
in 1858. The term ‘evolution’ did not even enter Dar-
win’s vocabulary until its first appearance in The

Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex which
was published as late as 1871. Most of these people
are not referred to in Berra’s book, and their contri-
butions to evolutionary thought are omitted from
most of those (like Grant) that are included.
There is an interesting list of Charles Darwin’s

contemporaries and their dates at the end of the book,
from John James Audubon and Jane Austen to John
Wickham and Samuel Wilberforce, though it is selec-
tive – John Edmonston, a former slave and an expert
taxidermist who accompanied Charles on an expedi-
tion to South America (‘probably the only black man
in Edinburgh at this time’) is omitted, and so is
Fanny Owen, Darwin’s first girlfriend.
Berra’s book is a good, light read. As the author

emphasises, he is drawing on others’ research rather
than his own, and the result is an interesting
summary. I wish we could drop the hero-worship of
Darwin, however, and see him as he was. Darwin
did not light the flame of evolution; he poured par-
affin onto a mature bonfire. It thereafter burst vig-
orously into flame, as often happens when a writer
publishes on a subject that is common currency and
due for popular explanation. Darwin’s trick was
timeliness, and it is unfortunate that Berra doesn’t
realise this.
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